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The point of Trump’s tweets this morning is solely to
provoke. He’s meeting w/ professional trolls at his social
media “summit”. So these tweets were designed, & likely
written, by trolls in the White House (there are several) -
so that they have fresh content to discuss. 
(cont)

2. Trolls are mostly men, who evoke an often strong rejection from women. They’re

confused & resentful as to why. As boys/young men, this was the most painful part of

a larger social rejection issue. They did not know how to “fit in” - nor why others did

not accept them.

3. Rather than work on themselves (or for many, receive appropriate support for a

larger issue), they become misogynists - on the loose in social media & far right sites.  

Their entire life is about provocation. It makes them feel in control of others. 

As pathetic as this is...

4... they have become highly dangerous, in that they are being used by others who

know, and have long perfected, the power of propaganda to dismantle whole

societies. 

Yahoo News exclusive: Russia & the true origins of the Seth Rich cons…
It has been three years since the shooting death of a Democratic National
Committee staff member in Washington D.C., and for the first time, we're hearing
about the role Russian intelligence may have…

https://finance.yahoo.com/video/yahoo-news-exclusive-russia-true-215132943.html

5. It is no accident that these trolls imbedded themselves with Trump early on.  

Although it was a mistake when we were kids, the best thing you can do w/ these men

is return to exactly how we treated them in real life. 

Ignore them. 

Completely.
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• • •

6. Do not engage in any of their garbage, even to mock it. 

Just focus on what’s important to you, & advance that. 

Learn who they are, so you can avoid them. Then, leave exposing their lies &

propaganda to the real journalists. Some are doing a great job of it.

7. And if we keep reading and educating ourselves on factual events, the power of

propaganda dissipates. 

Until it is as lonely and rejected as a 4Chan troll.  

- end -


